
POETRY CRITICAL ESSAYS

This section collects famous historical essays about poetry that have greatly influenced the art. Written by poets and
critics from a wide range of historical.

Her movements were certainly as graceful and fluid as those of a sea creature. The panoramic quality of the
images suggests that the observer implicitly, the reader is viewing the scene from some distance. For example,
"the straw that broke the camel's back" is a symbol of a last, remaining bit of patience with a difficult, ongoing
situation. He considers Thakazhi the literary heir of C. For example, lots of long vowel sounds accompanied
by soft consonant sounds may contribute to a tone of sleepy restfulness in a poem. Good questions! Many
literary critics also work in film criticism or media studies. He pits Vallathol Narayana Menon, the patriotic
poet, against Kumaran Asan and points out how Vallathol was eminently imitable, producing several poets
like him, while Asan was inimitable. He is close to Milton in his repetitive use of concrete concepts and the
discovery of poetic meanings in nature. Michael Jones, for example, argues in his Degenerate Moderns that
Stanley Fish was influenced by his adulterous affairs to reject classic literature that condemned adultery. Short
vowel sounds plus hard consonant sounds may express anxiety, quick movement, anger or happiness. Raman
Pillai contemporises history and narrates the struggles of a state in order to survive the onslaught of foreign
power. If, however, one were to say that night and day coexist in a poem, one would be expressing a paradox.
Use a dictionary when you find a word about whose meaning you are unsure. Muktibodh in Hindi could be
other examplesâ€”belongs to this new brood of modern poet-critics in Indian languages. For example, a
garden in a poem may be not just a garden, but it may represent also the Garden of Eden and all of the ideas
that accompany the idea of the Garden of Eden become potentially important in the poem. Like Dante, he
makes a woman his protagonist who traverses the three worlds. Each of the five independent plays of C. Thus
a "silent poem" is a paradox. Perhaps the most interesting facet of the poem concerns the perspective from
which the scene is observed and presented. For example, in the sentence "I bought a new set of wheels this
morning," the word "wheels" is substituted for the word "car. July is "dressed up", that is, July is in full
swing--flowers are blooming and butterflies are flying, resembling the pattern of a summer dress. The object
of writing a poem is usually to make a very complicated statement using as few words as possible; as
Laurence Perrine says, poetry "may be defined as a kind of language that says more and says it more intensely
than does ordinary language"  Looking back, we feel this was prophetic since a lot of Malayalam poets today
employ an idiom close to everyday conversations. For example, if a poet compares something to a ship, the
reader might think about what ships look like, and then think about what it feels like to be on a ship. The New
Criticism[ edit ] However important all of these aesthetic movements were as antecedents, current ideas about
literary criticism derive almost entirely from the new direction taken in the early twentieth century. Both
schools emphasized the close reading of texts, elevating it far above generalizing discussion and speculation
about either authorial intention to say nothing of the author's psychology or biography, which became almost
taboo subjects or reader response. The poem differs in the manner in which the speaker situates himself on the
periphery of the scene. Imagery Images are very concrete "word pictures" having to do with the five
senses--touch, smell, taste, sound, movement, and especially sight. Sreekantan Nair. She also finds that the
Aryan attitude to enemies and women is equally oppressive. This emphasis on form and precise attention to
"the words themselves" has persisted, after the decline of these critical doctrines themselves. The following
are kinds of musical devices. What we call time is the consciousness about change. Always begin with a thesis
statement, which usually appears at the end of the introductory paragraph. While agreeing with this critique,
Paniker also points to an Indian counter-postmodernism, represented by the oppositional writings of Dalits,
Adivasis, women, environmentalists and anti-globalisers that exists along with the reactionary postmodernism,
reflected in the culture of advertisements, television serials, film songs and beauty contests. Paradox A
paradox occurs when two things that should not be able to exist at the same time are said, in a poem, to exist at
the same time. He does not believe in the binary, sustained by a lot of critics, of literature that lasts for all
times and that which addresses its own times: these are not contradictory; it is by understanding our own times
in their intense complexity that we gain the ability to address the readers of all time. Read through these
chapters--use them as reference tools--for further, more detailed discussion of the elements of poetry.
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Elements of Poetry Denotation and Connation Words in poems have denotations, or literal, easy-to-understand
dictionary meanings, and connotations, or figurative, less specific and less direct meanings. Some Notes on
Organic Form By Denise Levertov For me, back of the idea of organic form is the concept that there is a form
in all things and in our experience which the poet can discover and


